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Time resolved, subpicosecond resolution measurements of photoinitiated NO2 unimolecular 
decomposition rates are reported for expansion cooled and room temperature samples. The 
molecules are excited by 375-402 nm tunable subpicosecond pulses having bandwidths 220 
cm-’ to levels which are known to be thorough admixtures of the 2B2 electronically excited state 
and the 2A1 ground electronic state. Subsequent decomposition is probed by a 226 nm subpico- 
second pulse that excites laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) in the NO product. When increasing 
the amount of excitation over the dissociation threshold, an uneven, “step-like” increase of the 
decomposition rate vs energy is observed for expansion cooled samples. The steps are spaced by 
- 100 cm-’ and can be assigned ad hoc to bending at the transition state. Relying on experi- 
mental estimates for the near threshold density of states, we point out that simple transition state 
theory predictions give rates that are consistent with these measured values. The rates are 
sufficiently rapid to question the assumption of rapid intramolecular vibrational redistribution, 
which is implicit in transition state theories. In contrast to expansion cooled samples, room 
temperature samples exhibit a smooth variation of the reaction rate vs photon energy. By 
comparing rates for rotationally cold and room temperature NOZ, the ON-O bond is estimated 
to be -40% longer in the transition state than in the parent molecule. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

When reaction rate theories such as Rice- 
Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus (RRKM) ,‘*2 phase space 
theory (PST) ,3,4 and the statistical adiabatic channel 
model (SACM) 5-7 were first introduced for the purpose of 
describing unimolecular decomposition, it was hoped that 
they could reconcile large bodies of data of varying degrees 
of experimental resolution. This worked for a while, but 
recent experimental advances have presented new chal- 
lenges and stimulated new developments. Employing ex- 
pansion cooling techniques and preparing reactive species 
by using tunable, narrow bandwidth laser radiation, virtu- 
ally monoenergetic*- and sometimes even “single-zeroth- 
order-state”25 ensembles of molecules can be prepared 
above reaction thresholds. Thus, thermal broadening is 
eliminated, facilitating detailed studies of reaction dynam- 
ics. Unimolecular reactions induced by laser excitation are 
also amenable to product state analysis with unprecedented 
resolution,8-24 and their dynamics can be monitored in the 
time domain.26’27 Reflecting the experimental advances, 
theories such as variational RRKM28-30 and the separate 
statistical ensembles (SSE) method3’ have offered new in- 
sights into such reactions, but much work still remains. 

In order to calculate unimolecular reaction rates by 
using statistical theories, one needs the molecular density 
of states p(E) and the number of open channels at the 
transition state Nt (E- Eo) , where E. is the threshold en- 
ergy 
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@(E-E,) 
kni(E)= hp(E) . _ (1) 

Due to incomplete knowledge of the potential energy sur- 
faces of most reactions, p(E) is usually estimated by ex- 
trapolating level positions that are determined spectroscop- 
ically near equilibrium. Such extrapolations are imprecise, 
and uncertainties also arise when considering the number 
of open channels at the transition state Nz(E-E,). Ad- 
justing both the numerator and denominator of Eq. (1) 
guarantees that data can be fit for a given set of conditions, 
but does not challenge the underlying premises and may 
limit one’s ability to extrapolate to energy regimes where 
there are no or limited data. 

Statistical theories may be subjected to more stringent 
tests, even without knowing the exact potential energy sur- 
faces. For this, state densities at high energies (as close to 
reaction threshold as possible) should be assessed experi- 
mentally and calculated reaction rates should be compared 
to experimental values near threshold, i.e., where only the 
first few transition state levels are involved. From this 
point of view, NO, is a good candidate for comparing ex- 
periment and theory, particularly since p(E) near reaction 
threshold can be obtained experimentally, as described be- 
low. Specifically, it is a triatom with a potentially simple 
transition state structure (i) a high frequency NO-stretch 
vibration that is inaccessible over a broad energy range; 
(ii) a low frequency bend or hindered rotor; and (iii) the 
reaction coordinate. A small system like this offers promise 
for unraveling the underlying sources of statistical behav- 
ior. It is our premise that to understand why molecules 
behave statistically, it is necessary to see fine details that 
are more difficult to resolve in larger molecules. 

Because of the complexity of its electronic structure, 
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FIG. 1. Partial energy level diagram showing relevant NO2 electronic 
states and NO product detection. Though the *B,+*A, transition has 
been observed, it is considerably weaker than 2Bz+zA1 and therefore is 
not shown in the diagram. 

there have been numerous publications on  NO;! spectros- 
copy.3”8 It is well documented that the ‘A1 ground elec- 
tronic state has a  conical intersection with the lowest 2B2 
excited state, resulting in what is referred to as vibronic 
chaos above - 16  000  cm-1.43 Due to the 2B2 character, 
these strongly m ixed states are spectroscopically accessible 
over a  broad range of wavelengths starting from the 
near-IR and extending well into the UV. It is the 2A1 
ground electronic state character of the optically excited 
states that guarantees access to unimolecular decay chan- 
nels near  threshold. O f course, the same spectroscopic fea- 
tures that make the reaction dynamics (unimolecular or 
otherwise) amenable to thorough experimental examina- 
tion also complicate interpretation. O f particular concern 
is how the strong m ixing of the 2A1 and 2B2 electronic 
states affects the dynamics. Moreover,  two other electronic 
states, 2A2 and 2B1, are present in the energy region of the 
dissociation threshold.46,48 Though these states are coupled 
to the lower ones by Coriolis and  spin-rotation interac- 
tions, f luorescence lifetime analyses35’37 and density of 
states considerations suggest that the spectroscopically ac- 
cessible states possess predominantly 2Al and 2B2 elec- 
tronic character, at least in the threshold region. A partial 
energy level d iagram showing relevant features is presented 
in F ig. 1. 

Several recent spectroscopic studies provide the infor- 
mation needed to obtain the density of states near Do. 
Delon et al. have successfully assigned resonance Raman 
spectra that involve vibrational levels of the ground elec- 
tronic state up  to 10  000  cm-‘.42 By using these measured 
state densities, they extrapolate p(E) from 10  000 cm-’ to 
higher energies, and  in addition, have measured spectro- 
scopically the density of optically accessible vibronic states 
in the region 16  500-18 500 cm-‘.43 The  extrapolated and  
measured state densities are in reasonable agreement,  and  
from 18  500 cm-‘, it is possible to further extrapolate the 
density of states to the Do region ( -25 000  cm-‘). F i- 
nally, detailed LIF spectra of very cold samples (i.e., - 1  
K, having only the lowest rovibronic states occupied) have 
been reported in the vicinity of the dissociation threshold 
by M iyawaki et al.22 

Based on  this extensive body of data, the density of 
states near reaction threshold can be  determined more re- 
liably for NO, than for most mo lecules, thus facilitating 
tests of statistical transition state theories. Specifically, the 
independent measurements of Delon et al. and  M iyawaki 
et al. give vibronic densities of states (pEV) near Do of 0.2 
and  0.3 per cm-‘, respectively, as discussed below. This 
difference is modest  and  we take these results to be  in 
reasonable agreement  with one  another. W ith p&E) es- 
tablished by these independent experiments, the threshold 
reaction rate predicted from statistical theory is given by 
kuni(N’= 1) =[~P,&Z)]-‘. For p&Y) =0.3 per cm-‘, 
the threshold rate is 1  x 10” s-l. Thus, on  the basis of Eq. 
( 1  >, the threshold rate should have a  well-defined, measur-  
able value that cannot be  made  smaller by tuning closer to 
Do. As shown below, this is exactly the behavior observed 
in our measurements.  

A single quantum of near-UV radiation provides 
enough energy to surmount the dissociation threshold, 
which is known very accurately and  is equal  to the bond 
dissociation energy Do=25 130.6 cm-‘.2o,35 Just above 
threshold, decomposit ion proceeds to the ground elec- 
tronic state products NO( 211n; 0  = l/2,3/2) and  O( 3PJ; 
.i=2,1,0>, where the subscripts denote fine structure levels. 
At much higher photon energies, the 2B2 exit surface cor- 
relating with electronically excited products N0(211n) 
+ 0  ( ‘OJ) may be  accessible.4>45 A number  of groups have 
examined NO, ultraviolet photofragmentat ion in some de- 
tail, reporting center-of-mass (c.m.) kinetic energy distri- 
butions obtained from time-of-flight analyses,4g and  state 

Past experimental results on  NO, photochemistry near  
Do have been analyzed using statistical reaction rate theo- 
ries, and  in fact, have been central to the development and  
refinement of such theories.5-7754-56 For example, in a  pio- 
neering study by Troe and co-workers, high pressure 300  
K samples containing NO2 were photolyzed at a  number  of 
different ultraviolet wavelengths, yielding the variation of 
the decomposit ion lifetime vs the wavelength of the pho- 
tolyzing light.54 Under these conditions, energized mo le- 
cules can either dissociate or be  collisionally deactivated to 
levels below Do, so the measurements give the relative 
rates for these two processes. Thus, by estimating deacti- 
vation rates, the reaction rates were obtained, albeit indi- 
rectly. These rates were reconciled quite well by using the 
statistical adiabatic channel  mode1.576 

By combining the kuni vs wavelength results of Troe 
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resolved product yields of NO( 211a),‘8-24 as well as 
0  (9-y .21,22 Lifetimes of NO2 excited above the dissocia- 
tion threshold have been estimated indirectly from angular 
distributions of the decomposit ion fragments,4g150 reso- 
nance Raman spectroscopy,36 and  photofragment yield 
spectra.zo’22 Very recently, Reisler and  co-workers51152 have 
shown that nascent vibrational and  rotational level distri- 
butions have statistical signatures, including fluctuations in 
level densities due  to interferences, the so-called Ericson 
fluctuations.53 
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and co-workers54 with a threshold (i.e., Nt= 1) rate of 
1 X 10” s-i inferred from the experimentally determined 
vibronic density of states near Do,22p42p43 it follows from Eq. 
( 1) that resolvable steps in kuni vs E can be observed ex- 
perimentally. However, to achieve this, it is necessary to 
use expansion cooled samples in order to avoid washing 
out the desired effect by the spread in parent rotational 
excitation. Thus, we carried out direct time resolved mea- 
surements of NO2 reaction rates using both expansion -!2- SHG 

cooled and room temperature samples. The rates obtained 
with expansion cooled samples show a threshold rate of 
1.6X 10” s-l, which is in reasonable accord with the ex- 
perimentally based values of [hp& Do)]-‘, and an irreg- 
ular increase with energy, having spacings of - 100 cm-‘. 
This is referred to hereafter as “step-like” for lack of a 
more useful descriptive term. This behavior is in agreement 
with the variation suggested by Eq. ( 1). Thus, it appears 

(a) 

that NO2 displays features of the “transition state” via its 
k(E) dependence. This constitutes an advance in our abil- 
ity to probe features of the transition state. 

In contrast to rotationally cold samples, the rates mea- 
sured with room temperature gas show a smooth variation 
of rate vs photolysis wavelength with higher decay rates at 
each photolysis wavelength than for expansion cooled sam- 
ples. This is anticipated because of the additional energy of 
the thermally occupied NOz rotations. These results are in 
good agreement with the indirect measurements of Troe 
and co-workers.54 It appears that the NO2 molecule may 
serve us well as a prototype of triatomic unimolecular de- 
composition. Other small molecules that display k(E) 
structure such as ketene’6**7157 can also be expected to serve 
as prototypes for detailed unimolecular decomposition 
studies. 

+ Cross Correlation 
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-- 
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II. EXPERIMENT 

The experimental arrangement is shown schematically 
in Fig. 2. The main parts are (i) a dual-jet mode-locked 
dye laser (Coherent 702-l), synchronously pumped by the 
frequency doubled output of (ii) an actively mode-locked 
Nd:YAG laser (Spectron SL 903); (iii) two dye amplifiers 
pumped by (iv) a regenerative Nd:YAG amplifier (Con- 
t inuum RGA 69-10); and (v) a vacuum chamber equipped 
with a pulsed nozzle, quadrupole mass spectrometer and 
accessories for monitoring LIF. The mode-locked 
Nd:YAG laser with a computer-aided measurement and 
control (CAMAC) ML 4000 mode locker generates a 
train of 100 ps pulses at 76 MHz; typical average power is 
20 W  at 1064 nm. A 5% portion of this radiation is used 
for seeding the regenerative amplifier, the remaining 95% 
is frequency doubled in a 12 m m  LB0 crystal producing 
about 2 W  of 532 nm radiation for dye laser pumping. 

FIG. 2. (a) A  schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement em- 
phasizing the generation of the pump and probe pulses. (b) A  schematic 
diagram illustrating the pulsed nozzle, mass spectrometer, and optical 
arrangement. 

(b) 

pulse broadening. 

Wave- 
length 
(nm) 

TABLE I. Gain and saturable absorber (SA) dyes used in the dual jet 
oscillator and first amplifier. Also shown are Schott glass filters used as 
solid state saturable absorbers (SSSA) in the first amplifier to minimize 

Oscillator dyes 

Gain SA 
Table I presents the combinations of gain and satura- 

ble absorber dyes used in the dual-jet dye oscillator and 
first amplifier. Using a single-plate birefringent filter 
(BRF) as a tuning element, 250-500 fs pulses tunable from 
575 to 645 nm with w-40-70 cm-’ spectral bandwidth are 
obtained from the mode-locked dye laser. The shortest 
pulses are observed on the red side of the covered spectral 
range. Replacing the single-plate BRF by a double-plate aThree mill imeters long. 

575-595 Rh59O(CZ) DODCI/DQOCI Rh610 RG610 
595-605 Rh59O(CZ) DODCI/DQTCI K  red (HzO) RG630 

or S  Rh640 (MeOH) 
605-618 K red DQTCI DCM (MeOH) RG645 

or S  Rh640 (MeOH) 
618-645 K red/ DQTCI DCM (MeOH) RG665 

SRh640 

I 
1064 nm 

I 

;yecL:gPed Regenerative II A  --‘:Lier 

Signal 

PMT 

UV Fiber 

Condenser 2 

Amplifier dyes 

Gain SSSA” 
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FIG. 3. Sample spectra of pump and probe pulses measured by a SPEX 
1461 double monochromator with 0.15 cm-’ spectral resolution. The two 
pump spectra correspond, as indicated, to single or double plate BRF 
configurations of the mode-locked dye laser; the corresponding pump- 
probe cross correlations are, respectively, 0.7 and 1.3 ps FWHM. 

BRF results in the bandwidth narrowing to -40% of its 
original value, as shown in Fig. 3, which presents sample 
spectra of the pump beam for single and double plate 
BRFs. This narrowing is accompanied by broadening of 
the temporal pulse width. Although 300 mW is obtained at 
the exit of the dual-jet dye laser, only half of this is used for 
successive amplification in order to minimize pulse broad- 
ening. 

The output pulse train from the dye laser is amplified 
in a three-stage amplifier (Continuum PTA-60). The am- 
plifier is longitudinally pumped at 10 Hz by the second 
harmonic of the RGA which typically provides 30 mJ, 80 
ps pulses at 532 nm. A solid state saturable absorber (see 
Table I> is positioned between the first and the second 
amplification stages for reducing pulse broadening. The 
amplified dye laser pulse, which reaches 2 mJ without no- 
ticeable broadening, is divided into two beams by a broad- 
band beam splitter. The first beam, containing -80% of 
the energy, is spatially matched using a telescope and then 
combined on a dichroic mirror with a 1064 nm, 50 mJ 
beam from the RGA. These beams are mixed in a 1 mm 
BBO crystal producing -200 PJ of sum frequency radia- 
tion tunable from 373 to 402 nm. No significant broaden- 
ing is observed in this near-UV pulse, as ascertained from 
its cross correlation with the dye laser fundamental. The 
cross correlation is measured by sum frequency generation 
in a 150 ,um BBO crystal. The near-UV pulse is used to 
excite NO2 molecules over the dissociation threshold caus- 
ing their decomposition. 

The remaining 20% of the amplified dye laser funda- 
mental is focused by a 10 cm f.1. lens into a DzO cell 
producing a white continuum. To avoid boiling, the heavy 
water is constantly stirred by a magnetic stirrer. Vertically 
polarized 452 nm radiation ( - 1 nJ, 6 nm bandwidth) is 
selected from the continuum by a Corning 5-57 glass filter 

followed by a Glan-Taylor polarizer and an interference 
filter. These components are positioned behind a 8 cm f.1. 
lens which recollimates the light exiting the D20 cell. Au- 
tocorrelation traces of the filtered continuum show - 50% 
temporal broadening of the 452 nm pulses as compared to 
the dye laser fundamental. This broadening is due mainly 
to the i$erference_fil@ -and is. minimized by reducing 
white light divergence. The 452 nm radiation is amplified 
in a second PTA-60, pumped by the third harmonic of the 
RGA (355 nm, 45 mJ, 80 ps). Though the PTA-60 is 
designed for longitudinal pumping, such a configuration 
does not provide satisfactory performance in the 450 nm 
region because of the low gain of blue dyes. Therefore, the 
three-stage amplifier has been modified for transverse 
pumping. The first, second, and last stages are pumped, 
respectively, by 5%, 5%, and 90% of the available 355 nm 
radiation. The pump beams are focused into the dyC cells 
by 5 cm f.1. cylindrical lenses. The positions of the lenses 
are individually adjusted for matching the amplified beam, 
which has different cross sectional diameters in each stage. 
We use coumarin 460/MeOH in the first and final stages 
with 5.5 and 1.5 X 10m4 M concentrations, respectively. To 
minimize ASE, coumarin 440 (2.5 x low4 M in methanol) 
is used in the second stage. Because of the changed beam 
geometries in the modified amplifier, the pinhole spatial 
filter has been removed from its original position between 
the first two stages. The modified amplifier provides 200 ,uJ 
at 452 nm; the amplified beam diameter is -6 mm. The 
amplified 452 nm beam is frequency doubled in a 150 pm 
thick BBO crystal, and the resulting 226 nm pulse is used 
to probe NO products via LIF using the y system. The 
bandwidth of the probe pulse, which is shown in the lower 
panel of Fig. 3, is large enough for monitoring virtually all 
NO rotational levels. 

After passing through a computer-controlled delay 
stage (Aerotech ATSIOO), the pump beam is combined 
with the probe radiation on a dichroic mirror and collin- 
early focused by a 30 cm f.1. lens into a vacuum chamber 
pumped to 10V6 Torr. The chamber is equipped with a 
pulsed nozzle (250 ,us duration, 500 ,um diam. orifice), a 
quadrupole mass spectrometer for monitoring the beam 
intensity, a leak valve and an MKS Baratron 1224 pressure 
meter for the gas flow experiments, and a photomultiplier 
tube (PMT) (Hamamatsu R943-02) and associated col- 
lection optics for LIF measurements. In experiments em- 
ploying expansion-cooled samples, the collinear laser 
beams intersect the supersonic jet -40 nozzle diameters 
downstream from the nozzle. A 3% NO./He gas mixture 
is prepared in situ by blowing 1 atm of He over a NO, 
sample frozen at -28 “C!. A 760 Torr stagnation pressure 
is kept throughout the measurements. As shown by Robra 
et al. ,20 such expansion conditions produce rotationally 
cold NO2 molecules with -6 K rotational temperature. 
The NO, sample (Matheson, 99.5%) is purified prior to 
each set of experiments by bubbling O2 through 0 “C tiitro- 
gen dioxide liquid followed by several freeze-pump-thaw 
cycles. The prepared sample is kept under 1 atm of O2 
between experimental runs in order to bias the NO,+NO 
+ ( l/2)0, equilibrium towards NO2 . To further minimize 
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NO2 decomposition, the nozzle interior is coated with Te- 
flon and the portion of the gas system between the NO2 
bath and the nozzle is kept at -20 “C!. Room temperature 
samples are prepared by flowing NO2 gas through the vac- 
uum chamber at a sufficient rate for replenishing the sam- 
ple between laser shots. The total pressure in the flow, 
typically 30-60 mTorr, is measured with a Baratron ma- 
nometer, recorded in a computer, and then used for nor- 
malizing the LIF signal. Sample preparation and gas han- 
dling are similar in the gas flow and supersonic jet 
experiments. 

The NO LIF signal is preamplified, digitized, and col- 
lected in an IBM AT computer simultaneously with both 
pump and probe pulse energies and a pump-probe cross 
correlation signal. The cross correlation is obtained by dif- 
ference frequency generation in a 100 pm BBO crystal 
which is positioned shortly after the chamber. The pump, 
probe, and difference frequency radiations are separated in 
a 60” quartz prism and detected by two W-grade photo- 
diodes and a PMT, respectively. 

Ill. RESULTS 

Representative scans of NO LIF signal vs the delay 
between the pump and probe pulses are shown in Fig. 4 for 
expansion cooled and room temperature samples, respec- 
tively. There are typically 300-500 data points (circles) in 

(4 

I I I I I 

w* -3ij o- -10 20 30 .- 
pump-probe delay/ps 

FIG. 4. Examples of typical signals obtained by using (a) bulk condi- 
tions, single plate BRF, and 395.7 nm photolysis; (b) expansion cooled 
samples, single plate BRF, and 396.15 nm photolysis; and (c) expansion 
cooled samples, double plate BRF, and 396.54 nm photolysis. The LIF 
signal intensity is recorded as the pump-probe delay is varied. Also 
shown are the corresponding cross correlations. The experimental points 
are fitted by assuming single exponential decay as described in the text; 
rise times are 1.83, 3.37, and 3.57 ps, respectively. 

- .i-rc 
- . .w -,:-- _-. .__<’ 

each trace, and each of the circles represents an average 
over 20 laser shots and is normalized to the pump and 
probe energies. Also shown in Fig. 4 are examples of 
pump-probe cross correlations which were recorded by 
difference frequency generation simultaneously with the 
LIF signal. The LIF signals and cross correlations were 
recorded simultaneously for all of the data presented in 
this paper. We have verified experimentally that the NO 
LIF signal is a linear function of both pump and probe 
laser energies and that the experimentally determined de- 
cay rates are independent of the pump energies. Therefore, 
the observed photodecomposition of NO2 is the result of a 
one photon process. 

The experimental time dependencies S(t) are fit by 
assuming single exponential NO production 

S(t) a s 

t 
~~~(~){l-eXp[-~uai(t-~)l~, (2) 

--Q) 

where 

R(s) = s - dtIpump(t)lprobe(t-S) (3) -cc 
represents the measured cross correlation between the 
pump and probe pulses and kuni is an adjustable parameter 
describing unimolecular reaction. Equations (2) and (3) 
implicitly neglect coherent effects in pumping and probing. 
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FIG. 5. LJ.F signal vs pump-probe delay for excitation at 25 247, 25 282, and 25 342 cm-‘. (a)-(c) each show three representative traces and the 
corresponding kUni values. Typically, ten such traces are recorded at a single excitation wave number; all are similar in appearance. The solid line is the 
fit obtained by using Eqs. (2) and (3). (d) gives a superposition of three traces that use the averaged kuni values listed in Table II for the three wave 
numbers given above and a 1.0 ps FWHM cross correlation width. The curves are almost indistinguishable. 

A detailed analysis of coherent effects for our experimental 
conditions will be given elsewhere. Briefly, the above as- 
sumption is justified for the present laser pulses, which 
have approximately five times larger spectral widths than 
transform limited pulses of the same temporal duration. 
Additionally, unimolecular decay can be expected to yield 
products that have poor phase coherence. 

Fits of the data by the above convolution are shown as 
solid lines in Fig. 4. As seen from the figure, the assump- 
tion of a single exponential provides good agreement; small 
discrepancies between the data and the simulations are not 
serious. We note that the spectral bandwidths of the pump 
pulses (i.e., 20-80 cm-‘) are sufficient to excite 40-160 
molecular eigenstates for an assumed rovibrational density 
of states of 2 per cm-‘, as discussed in Appendix A. Since 
state-to-state dissociation rates are expected to fluctuate,25 
modest deviations from single exponential decay are not 
surprising. 

Representative data for the case of expansion cooled 
samples are presented in Figs. 5 and 6. Each of the entries 
labeled (a), (b), and (c) contain three traces. A single 
trace requires about 20 min to record and the cross corre- 
lation widths vary some between traces (e.g., 0.6-1.2 ps 

with the single-plate BRF and 1.5-2 ps with the double- 
plate BRF). The reason for presenting several traces in 
each entry is to emphasize the repeatability of measure- 
ments taken at a particular photolysis wave number and 
bandwidth-these were carried out over periods ranging 
from days to weeks. For example, Fig. 5 (a) shows three 
traces obtained with the photolysis wave number centered 
at 25 247 cm-’ and with a bandwidth of 28 cm-’ (two- 
plate BRF, 1.5 ps cross correlation). The single- 
exponential k”ni values obtained from Eqs. (2) and (3) are 
placed next to the corresponding traces. For the sake of 
brevity, only three traces are shown though ten were taken 
under’ the conditions of Fig. 5 (a); all are of similar quality. 

At each of the photolysis wave numbers, averaging of 
the individual kuni values obtained from traces such as 
those shown in Figs. 5 and 6 yields a single kuni value. 
These are presented in Table II for the different excitation 
wave numbers. Standard deviations are small, as shown in 
the table. 

Figure 5(d) displays traces that correspond to 
averaged kuni values obtained at 25 247, 25 282, and 
25 342 cm-‘. For each average value of kuni, the function 
[ 1 -exp( - k”,it)] is convoluted with a cross correlation 
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FIG. 6. LIF signal vs pump-probe delay for excitation at 25 355, 25 397, and 25 478 cm-‘; details are the same as for Fig. 5. In (d), the three curves 
are indistinguishable. 

that is the same Cl.0 ps full width at half-maximum 
(FWHM)] for each kuni value. The three curves lie so close 
to one another that they are almost indistinguishable. A 
similar situation exists for the kuni values obtained at 
25 355, 25 397, and 25 478 cm-*, as shown in Fig. 6. The 
superposition of the three curves corresponding to these 
excitation wave numbers [see Fig. 6(d)] shows that the 
rates are truly indistinguishable at the present experimen- 
tal resolution. 

From a perusal of the results presented in Figs. 5 and 
6 and summarized in Table II, it is clear that the kuni values 
are essentially the same (4.1 X 10” s-‘> for the energies in 
excess of reaction threshold Et = 120, 150, and 210 cm- ‘. 
Similarly, the kuni values are essentially the same (5.4 
X 10” s-l) for the Et values 225,240,270, and 350 cm-‘. 
On the other hand, these two rates differ by an amount that 
is outside the statistical uncertainty; i.e., due to the large 
amount of averaging, random fluctuations are modest, as 
shown in Table II. Figure 7 makes this point by showing 
the rates for the six Ei values used in Figs. 5 and 6. The 
abrupt change in k,,i(E) displayed in Fig. 7-remaining 
approximately constant, then jumping from 4.1 X 10” to 
5.4x lo”, then remaining approximately constant-is 
what we refer to as “step-like” behavior. Though such fea- 

TABLE II. Unimolecular decay rates for expansion cooled NOs; also 
presented are parameters of the laser pulses Gv,,,a-the FWHM band- 
width of the pump pulse, &rX,,, -the FWHM width of the pump-probe 
cross correlation, and q-the statistical uncertainty from independent 
scans. 

hym 
(cm- 5 

hv- D,, kuni S~xcor 
(cm-‘) (ps--‘1 Z?f) (PSI 

25 126a -5 b 31 1.5 
25 139a 7 0.16 25 1.3 
25 140 8 0.15 70 0.7 
25 190 59 0.20 45 0.8 
25 218* 87 0.28 20 1.3 
25 243 112 0.29 55 1.2 
25 247a 116 0.42 28 1.3 
25 282 151 0.39 58 0.9 
25 342 211 0.41 -65 1.0 
25 355’ 224 0.53 28 1.3 
25 368” 237 0.58 29 1.1 
25 397 266 0.53 58 0.8 
25 478 347 0.53 77 0.9 
25 550 419 0.58 67 0.9 
25 630 499 0.68 80 1.1 
25 750 619 1.10 60 1.1 
25 969 838 1.32 55 1.1 
26 126 995 2.76 30 1.0 

aObtained with the double-plate BRF. 
bDecomposition is not observed with this pump radiation. 

(p?) 

b 

0.02 
0.01 
0.02 
0.01 
0.01 
0.03 
0.03 
0.03 
0.05 
0.07 
0.04 
0.05 
0.04 
0.07 
0.16 
0.48 
0.90 
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FIG. 7. The six averaged kuni values associated with the excitation wave 
numbers for Figs. 5(a)-5(c) and 6(a)-6(c) are shown. Note the step 
4.1 X IO” s-’ jumping to 5.4X IO” s-t. 

tures are not resolved well enough to be described quanti- 
tatively, they are definitely present. Figure 8 shows traces 
analogous to those presented in Figs. 5(d) and 6(d). The 
difference, while not large, is clear. 

With expansion cooled samples, a pronounced thresh- 
old for NOz photodecomposition is observed, with frag- 
mentation occurring at pump wave numbers above 25 130 
cm-‘. This agrees with the reported threshold for NO2 
decomposition of 25 130.6 cm-1.20,34 To discern the 
threshold rate to the extent possible with our broad pump 
laser bandwidth of -20 cm-‘, the following experiment 
was done: The pump was set at 25 130 cm-’ and the rise 
time was recorded. The pump laser was then tuned to 
smaller wave numbers while recording the rise times. This 
has the effect of reducing the size of the signal, since less 
and less of the 20 cm-’ pump bandwidth is above the 
reaction threshold. However, even though the signal am- 
plitude decreased and eventually went to zero, within the 
experimental uncertainty, the rise times remained constant 
at - 1.6~ 10” s-r. Thus, we take this to be the threshold 
rate corresponding to Ns= 1 in Eq. ( l), as viewed with 
coarse frequency resolution. With substantially better spec- 
tral resolution, it may be possible to resolve smaller rates 
just at threshold. 

On the other hand, room temperature samples do not 
exhibit an abrupt energy threshold. As the pump wave 
number is decreased from 25 130 cm-‘, the reaction yield 
decreases monotonically and finally disappears at - 24 880 
cm -‘. It should be pointed out that the vibronic energy of 

pump-probe delay/ps 

FIG. 8. The function [I-exp( -&r)] is convoluted with a 1.0 ps 
FWHM cross correlation for the rates at each of the steps shown in 
Fig. 7. 
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FIG. 9. Unimolecular decay rate vs the quantity hv-Dc (i.e., essentially 
the energy in excess of reaction threshold) for expansion cooled samples. 
The rectangle lengths represent the spectral bandwidths of the corre- 
sponding pump pulses. Statistical uncertainties (see Table II) lie within 
the rectangle heights. 

photoexcited molecules is essentially the same as the pho- 
ton energy because at T= 300 K, approximately 97% of 
the molecules reside in the ground vibrational level (the 
lowest NO2 vibrational frequency is 758.6 cm-1).42 There- 
fore, for a given photon wavelength, decay rates measured 
with room temperature and expansion cooled samples cor- 
respond to nearly the same initial vibronic energy, but to 
different initial rotational distributions, i.e., 300 vs -6 K. 
The 6 K rotational temperature of expansion cooled NO2 
has been estimated from the data of Robra et d2’ who 
employed similar expansion conditions. Thus, differences 
in the photoinduced decomposition rate of NOz should be 
attributed to the different initial rotational energies. 

A summary of the unimolecular decay rates extracted 
from the experimental delay time dependences is presented 
in Figs. 9 and 10 as well as Tables II and III. Each point in 
the figures and each entry in the tables is an average of 
eight to 16 rates obtained from independent scans at the 

_, . : 
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FIG. 10. Unimolecular decay rate vs the quantity hv-Do for room tem- 
perature samples. 
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TABLE III. Unimolecular decay rates measured for room temperature 
NO*; notations for laser pulses parameters are the same as in Table II. 

hvpun hv- Do kuni ~V,“tn ~~xcor 
(cm -p, (cm-‘) cps-‘) (cm- 5 (PSI (p3) 

24 894b -237 0.17 37 1.7 0.01 
24 975b -156 0.19 40 2.3 0.02 
25 095= -36 0.26 25 1.6 0.03 
25 126” -5 0.28 31 1.5 0.04 
25 139* 8 0.36 25 1.6 0.02 
25 275 144 0.57 170 0.9 0.04 
25 331 200 0.65 125 1.0 0.06 
25 545 414 0.94 104 1.1 0.15 
25 954 823 1.7 84 1.1 0.3 
26 325 1194 2.5 82 1.0 0.7 
26 656 1525 2.5 78 1.0 0.8 

aObtained with the double-plate BRF. 
bObtained with a single-plate BRF and without a saturable absorber in the 
cw dye laser. 

of unimolecular reaction.58 More prominent effects were 
observed by our group for N02,5g and independently by 
Moore and co-workers for ketene.s’ 

As stated in the Introduction, the simplest form of the 
microcanonical RRKM theory uses Eq. ( 1) to compute 
k,,i(E) 3 

where E, (the reaction threshold) is essentially De for the 
case of expansion cooled samples, since centrifugal barriers 
are minimal and there is no reverse barrier. As the energy 
exceeds the reaction threshold, Nf(E-EO> changes from 
zero to one. Then it jumps from one to two when two 
channels become available, etc. Since p(E) changes much 
more slowly than Ns(E-E,,), Eq. ( 1) predicts a step-like 
increase of kuni with energy. Such steps are also expected 
from general considerations that relate them to open chan- 
nels at the transition state.60 

excitation wave number. The widths of the rectangles in- 
dicate the pump laser bandwidths; statistical uncertainties 
lie within the heights of the rectangles. Figure 9 shows 
decomposition rates measured with expansion cooled sam- 
ples, while Fig. 10 shows rates measured with room tem- 
perature samples as well as the earlier results of Troe and 
co-workerss4 Obviously rotating molecules decompose 
faster at a specific photolysis wave number than those ro- 
tationally cooled in the expansion. 

B. Fluctuations and averaging 

Figure 9 shows a detailed view of the decay rates for 
rotationally cooled samples. It should be noted that inde- 
pendent measurements have been carried out for several 
excitation wavelengths near reaction threshold with either 
one or two birefringent filters in the mode-locked dye os- 
cillator. As discussed in the previous section, the single- 
plate BRF provides better time resolution, i.e., as low as 
0.5 ps FWHM cross correlation, but with relatively low 
spectral resolution (40-70 cm-‘) compared to the double- 
plate BRF, which provides - 1.5 ps cross correlation and 
20-30 cm-’ spectral resolution. 

It is tempting to attribute the observed k(E) structure 
to the number of open channels and thus obtain level po- 
sitions for the transition state. However, caution is needed, 
since the pump laser pulse, even with its broad bandwidth, 
excites a modest number of NO2 states. Consequently, an 
explanation that attributes the observed k,,,(E) depen- 
dence to state-to-state fluctuations in the reaction rate 
should not be dismissed a priori. Fluctuations of near- 
threshold reaction rates have been observed recently in the 
unimolecular decomposition of formaldehyde,25 and Miller 
et a1.61 have shown that for the decay of single zeroth order 
states of the reactant, the average rate ((k”,i)) and distri- 
bution~ width for the fluctuations [o= ( (J&i) - (k”,i)2) ““1 
are related to the number of independent decay channels in 
the transition state 

One aspect of the results obtained with expansion 
cooled samples is noteworthy-& vs photolysis wave 
number is not a smooth ascending function, as is usually 
the case for measured unimolecular decomposition rates, 
and as is the case for room temperature NOz samples. With 
expansion cooled samples, k(E) exhibits several sharp rises 
that cannot be attributed to low S/N. When this was dis- 
covered, it was checked carefully for many months before 
we concluded that it was a signature of the elusive transi- 
tion state. 

CT= (k”,i) (2/N%) 1’2e (4) 
In the present experiments, the measured rates do not 

correspond to reactions of individual zeroth order states, 
but are averages over those states that are optically acces- 
sible to the pump pulse, i.e., within p(E)SE,,,, , where 
%mnp is the pump bandwidth. As shown in Appendix A, 
for each value of the angular momentum quantum number 
J, 

IV. DISCUSSION 

p(E,J)=(W+l)p,,(E,B,), (5) 

where p(E,J) is the density of rovibronic states with J 
specified and pEY( E,B,) is the density of l?, vibronic lev- 
els. As a result of averaging, the scatter of the measured 
rates from one pump wavelength to another is reduced by 
m1’2, where m is the number of NO, states within SEpump . 
This gives a width of 

A. k&E) structure for expansion cooled NO2 

Though a step-like increase of the unimolecular decay 
rate with energy has been anticipated for a long time, the 
first direct time domain observations of such an effect were 
reported only recently. Zewail and co-workers noted a 
small irregularity in kuni vs E for photoinitiated NCNO 
decomposition,26 which has been shown to be a classic case where 
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Nf(E-Eo,J) = (W+ l&,(E-E,,,B2) (7) 

is the number of accessible transition state levels for each J 
and N~y(E-Eo,B2) is the ’ number of vibronic levels. 
Equation (6) implicitly assumes that levels are optically 
excited with equal probability. Application of Eq. (6) 
gives o,~ < 0.1 (&i) near threshold for values of 
PEY(%~~)~E~~~~ 

ranging from 7 to 30, and with J=2.5 
(i.e., the most probable J at 6 K). Thus, statistical fluctu- 
ations are expected to be smaller than the symbols in the 
figures, so we conclude they are not responsible for the 
measured kuni (E) dependence. 

C. Assigning the step-like behavior 

From the above, it follows that the steps in the decom- 
position rate can be attributed to the opening of decay 
channels at the transition state; it remains to assign these 
channels. In a set of experiments by Moore and co-workers 
using expansion-cooled CH,CO, step-like rises in the yield 
for the singlet channel were observed with energy incre- 
ments corresponding to CO rotational levels. l&l’ It is note- 
worthy that the singlet channel does not have a barrier 
along the reaction coordinate, as opposed to the lower ly- 
ing triplet channel. Zewail and co-workers, on the other 
hand, measured rates for CH2C0 decomposition on the 
singlet surface,27 which were reconciled using variational 
RRKM theory with transition state parameters that in- 
cluded low frequency vibrations.62 These calculations seem 
to contradict the experimental step spacing in the singlet 
yield. However, it is possible that the steps observed by 
Moore and co-workers in the singlet yield are due to com- 
petition between singlet and triplet exit channels past a rate 
limiting transition state. The triplet channel alone exhibits 
larger k vs E steps, suggesting a tight transition state.57 
Also, in experiments of Zewail and co-workers on NCNO 
decomposition, it was shown that the rates increased 
smoothly with energy except at one point;26 again, a vari- 
ational RRKM analysis employed low-frequency vibra- 
tions at the transition state.63 

As stated earlier, the k(E) step size for NO, can be 
inferred from a knowledge of pEV( E, B2) and the variation 
of k with photolysis wavelength determined in 1972 by 
Troe and co-workers.54 Though done in hindsight, the re- 
sult is clear-the k(E) slope can only be reconciled within 
the framework of Eq. ( 1) by a somewhat tight transition 
state. Thus, although the observed spacings of - 100 cm-’ 
for NO2 are slightly higher than for similar cases of small 
molecules decomposing via loose transition 
states 16,17,26,27,62,63 these observed spacings are consistent 
with he independent estimates of p(E) and k(E) .5 

These spacings may correspond either to transition 
state levels that correlate with atomic oxygen (i.e., 3P2, 
3P1, and 3Po fine-structure levels at 0, 158, and 227 cm-‘, 
respectively, in the free atom),64 or alternatively to a bend- 
ing frequency at the transition state. Though the spacings 
between the oxygen levels are not equal to the observed 
separations between steps, such a possibility should not be 
excluded on this basis alone, since level positions in the 
transition state may be shifted relative to those in the free 

atom. However, with such an assignment, we are still left 
to deal with the bending degree of freedom at the transition 
state and its implication on the rate. As mentioned above, 
the transition state bending vibration should be signifi- 
cantly lowered in frequency compared to 758.6 cm-’ near 
equilibrium in NO2 and may even be representable as hin- 
dered rotation. If the vibrational level spacing at the tran- 
sition state is relatively high, the corresponding steps 
should be observable in k(E) in addition to those associ- 
ated with the oxygen electronic levels. Experimentally, this 
is not observed, though it could easily be obscured by the 
low S/N. In the opposite case of low separations between 
vibrational or rotor levels, the steps would be too fine 
grained for our experimental resolution and would appear 
as a smooth increase of ku,i vs E. Neither is this observed. 
Moreover, this would be inconsistent with the measured 
p(E) values, which preclude the possibility of such small 
step sizes. Thus, we favor a vibrational interpretation of the 
observed steps. 

In the range of energies used in the present experi- 
ments, the transition state has only one accessible vibra- 
tional degree of freedom since the NO stretch is too ener- 
getic, i.e., 1876 cm-’ for free N0.65 The NO, bend 
fundamental is 758.6 cm-‘,42 which will be lowered con- 
siderably at the transition state. Thus, we tentatively asso- 
ciate the rise near 100 cm-’ with opening of the tl= 1 bend 
in the transition state; likewise the step near 200 cm-’ is 
associated with u=2. These assignments are consistent 
with the rates at the second and third steps being roughly 
two and three times as large as the rate at the initial step. 
Finally, we note that the steps in kuni vs E are prominent 
only up to - 350 cm-r. As seen in Fig. 9, no steps are seen 
in the region where the reaction rates are fast compared to 
the experimental temporal resolution. Deteriorating exper- 
imental accuracy probably hides details of the kuni(I.3) de- 
pendence in this region. We leave this higher energy regime 
for further investigations. 

D. RRKM estimations of ku,i(E) 

Several concerns arise immediately in applying the 
RRKM theory. Though products are accessed via the 
ground electronic surface, as verified from product state 
distributions,2o222 the overall reaction involves at least two 
strongly coupled zeroth order electronic surfaces.44-48 Fur- 
thermore, our experimental technique capitalizes on 
2A1/2B2 mixing, which facilitates efficient NO, photoexci- 
tation above dissociation threshold. Additionally, there are 
Coriolis and spin-rotation interactions between the 2AI, 
2B2, 2A2, and 2B, electronic states. However, 2A2 and 2B, 
are of minor concern since density of states considerations 
as well as fluorescence lifetime analyses35’37 indicate that 
the optically prepared states possess predominantly 2A,/ 
2B2 electronic character. More complications appear if ro- 
tational, vibronic, and spin angular momenta are not sep- 
arable due to spin-rotation and Coriolis interactions. In 
summary, the molecular eigenstates contributing to p(E) 
in Eq. ( 1) are not clear. Equation ( 1) follows from de- 
tailed balance2’66 with p(E) being the density of all molec- 
ular eigenstates coupled to products, Le., the total density 
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of states for both electronic surfaces subject to energy, an- 
gular momentum, and parity conservation. Justification 
comes from the fact that NO, fluorescence vanishes if the 
molecule is excited over the threshold,20,22 indicating that 
all optically prepared states dissociate (see also the next 
section). 

tal rates increases slightly if we assume that both the 2A2 
and 2B1 surfaces contribute to p(E). 

Appendix A shows that the density of optically pre- 
pared NO2 states near Do can be expressed as p (E,J) = ( W 
+ l)pEv(E,B2), where pEv(E,B2) is the combined densi- 
ties of B2 vibrational levels on the 2A1 surface and A i 
vibrational levels on the 2B2 surface. Near Do, 
pEV(E,B2) -0.3 per cm-l is estimated from LIF spectra 
of very cold N02, i.e., - 1 K, mainly having only the 
J= l/2 level initially populated.22 In obtaining Ns, we take 
into account that the symmetry of optically prepared states 
is conserved throughout reaction. Also, we assume that 
Coriolis and spin-rotation interactions are at least as im- 
portant in the transition state as in the parent molecule 
because the transition states are expected to be less rigid 
than the equilibrium configuration. Consequently, the 
number of transition state levels is obtained similarly to the 
density of states and is given by Nt (E- Eo,J) = (2J 
+l)N&(E-Eo,B2). In this case, 

It is possible that a discrepancy of a factor of 2 is due 
to intrinsic inaccuracy of the RRKM formula. Maybe. Fi- 
nally, we draw attention to the fact that, experimentally, 
NO, molecules are excited via the 2B2 electronic state and 
that the ab initio calculations of Jackels and Davidson 
place the conical intersection between the 2B2 and ‘A1 
states close to the exit valley leading to the products.47 It is 
possible that the IVR process is not complete on the time 
scale of unimolecular decomposition and that the proxim- 
ity of the conical intersection to the exit channel facilitates 
unimolecular decay of optically prepared molecules. 

E. How 2A1/2B2 mixing affects observed decomposi- 
tion rates 

Ns(E-&,J> N&E-Eo&> 
p(E,J) = i&(E,B2) -’ --- (8) 

Therefore, the rate given by Eq. ( 1) may be calculated by 
counting vibronic states only. Though true for N02, this 
may not generally be the case, since the degree of mixing 
resulting from Coriolis and spin-rotation interactions may 
be less in the molecule than in the transition state. 

To discuss the rates quantitatively, it is necessary to 
take into account the mixed 2AI/2 B2 electronic character of 
the ensemble of states excited by the broadband laser pulse. 
If the zeroth order 2B2 surface is nonreactive at the ener- 
gies of interest (i.e., correlates with electronically excited 
products), then only the 2A1 part of the wave function 
contributes to dissociation. Thus, other things being equal, 
states having a large percentage of 2A1 character will dis- 
sociate faster than states that have a small percentage of 
2A1 character. For statistical microcanonical ensembles, 
the relative amounts of 2A1 and 2B2 character are given by 
the ratio of the densities of states for the two electronic 
manifolds p(E,A,)/p(E,B,). 

Evaluating N&( E- Eo, B2) is a matter of choosing a 
transition state bend frequency and counting the number of 
open channels. At threshold (Nt = 1) , the experimentally 
determined density of vibronic states of -0.3 per cm-’ 
yields k,,i- IO” s-l. This is the same order of magnitude 
as the experimental rate just above threshold (about a fac- 
tor of 2 difference). Some of the uncertainty of RRKM 
calculations (e.g., poor knowledge of the density of states 
and the necessity to invoke imprecise ab initio frequencies 
for the transition state, or to guess them) has been elimi- 
nated. Indeed, we used an experimentally determined den- 
sity of states’ (which may well be an underestimate) to 
infer the threshold rate. So differences between the exper- 
imental and calculated rates cannot be casually attributed 
to ill-defined characteristics of the transition state and the 
highly excited molecule. 

On the other hand, electric dipole excitation is pro- 
moted by 2B2 character. Consequently, excited states that 
have large electric dipole matrix elements with the ground 
state will tend to dissociate more slowly than those that 
have small matrix elements. Because of the broad pump 
laser bandwidth, the observed rates include contributions 
from many decaying zeroth order states $i of mixed 2A,/ 
2B2 character, so they are weighted averages of the rates 
for individual zeroth order states. The weighting is such 
that observations are biased toward states that have 
smaller reaction rates than their “dark” (i.e., primarily 
2A1) counterparts. Note that the effect being discussed 
causes the calculated rates to decrease, thus increasing the 
difference between the measured and calculated rates. 
Nonetheless, we deem it important to examine this effect 
more quantitatively. 

For the case of mixed 2A1/2B2 electronic character, a 
zeroth order vibronic state can be written 

The observed rate can be reconciled with Eq. ( 1) if one 
takes Nt=2 to be the first step in ,&i(E), assigning the 
factor of 2 to the degeneracy of two identical N-O bonds. 
However, due to molecular symmetry, every rovibronic 
level has either A, or A2 character in the PI symmetry 
group. The Al species may be viewed as symmetric super- 
positions of wave functions representing dissociations 
along each of the bonds, with the A2 species as antisym- 
metric ones. Only the A, levels are prepared by one-photon 
laser excitation, so such degeneracy is eliminated. More- 
over, the discrepancy between Eq. (1) and the experimen- 

$ti=a$e(A)Xi(A) +B$e(B)Xi(B)s (9) 
where $I~(A, B) and xi(A, B) are normalized electronic and 
vibrational wave functions for the 2A1 and 2B2 manifolds, 
respectively, and lai12+ (pi12=1. Note that Xi(A,B) are 
not vibrational eigenfunctions for the corresponding elec- 
tronic manifolds, but rather linear combinations of these. 

Following the notation of Eq. (9) and using the fact 
that only the 2A1 part of $i contributes to dissociation, the 
decay rate is given by 

ki=dJ$~12/dt= Iai12d(Xi(A) 12/dt, (10) 
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where dlXi(A) 12/dt is identified as a rate k(A)j for the 
ground electronic PES. In the limit of high densities of 
states, Eq. (10) yields an expression for the observed rate 
in terms of of the ‘A1 and 2B2 vibrational state densities 

ki= 1 a[[ 2k(A)i= 
,&-WI) 

PV(EJI)+~~(E,B~) k(A)i' (11) 

The density of states ratio is -0.8 at the energies of inter- 
esL6’ This is not a large enough effect to warrant concern 
in the present study. Electric dipole excitation of ground 
state molecules +o=~e(A)~o(A) to the excited state y$ 
yields an amplitude that is proportional to 

=P,+e(xi(B) 1x0(A)) 1 $J, (12c) 

where p,=($J B) I,uI$JA)) and we assume that 
(@i(A) 1~ ( qo) =O. Thus, the probability of optically pre- 
paring $i is proportional to the fractional 2B2 character /?F 
and to the Franck-Condon factors I (Xi(B) 1x0(A)) I 2. 
For a broadband laser pulse exciting many pi, the observed 
rate is obtained by averaging over the excitation bandwidth 

k -~#‘~lpi121 (xi(B) IXo(A)) 12(l-IP~12>k(A>i 
ohs - 

~iPil~~121~~i(B)l~o(A))12 ‘--‘ .. 
(13) 

where Pi is the laser intensity at the energy of @i and co- 
herent effects in the excitation and fragmentation processes 
are neglected. Because of the so-called chaotic nature of 
nuclear motion at energies near Do,6876g we anticipate that 
(i) the pi; (ii) the Franck-Condon factors;” and (iii) 
k(A)i may all vary significantly from one qi to the next. 
Furthermore, these quantities are not necessarily corre- 
lated. Under certain conditions [e.g., when the k(A)i val- 
ues and the Franck-Condon factors are both independent 
of the index z], Eq. ( 13) reduces to Eq. ( 1 1 >, but this need 
not be the case, especially for a small molecule like NO,. 

F. Implications about product excitations-the 
separate statistical ensembles @SE) method 

In the separate statistical ensembles (SSE) method of 
calculating nascent product vibrational, rotational, and 
c.m. translational ( V,R, T) distributions, product vibra- 
tional distributions are obtained by equilibrating 3N-6 par- 
ent degrees of freedom.31 The precise form assigned to the 
“transitional modes” (i.e., those evolving from parent vi- 
bration to product R,T excitations) may vary from one 
molecule to the next (e.g., tight vs loose transition states), 
but the heart of the calculation is to exclude overall parent 
rotation from the phase space used for calculating product 
vibrations. Said differently, parent rotational excitation is 
ineffective at exciting product vibrations, which derive 
solely from the 3N-6 parent vibrational degrees of freedom. 
On the other hand, parent rotation combines with the tran- 
sitional modes to form product R,i7 excitations, subject 

._ 

only to energy and angular momentum constraints. Below 
the energy threshold for product vibrational excitation, 
SSE is identical to PST. Above this threshold, SSE predicts 
that product rotations will appear “colder” than product 
vibrations-a feature that has been seen in many 
experiments.31(a)‘58 

The SSE method is easy to implement and has been 
applied to NCNO and CH2C0 unimolecular decomposi- 
tions, where there exist extensive data bases. This has re- 
sulted in excellent agreement between experiment and the- 
ory.58 For NO2, with only three vibrational degrees of 
freedom, the probability of forming NO in u= 1 is given by 

~~~[ti--E(u= l)] 
P(“=1)=p2D(~)+p2D[~-~(u=l)] ’ (14) 

where p2D is the two-dimensional density of states for the 
combined bending and reaction coordinate degrees of free- 
dom, and E( u= 1) is the energy of NO( u= 1); fine struc- 
ture splittings in NO(X 211) and O(3P) are suppressed and 
it is assumed that NO( u=2) is energetically inaccessible. 
For the case where the two low frequency transitional 
modes are treated as unhindered motions, p2D is indepen- 
dent of energy and Eq. (14) gives a step function at the 
u= 1 threshold with equal probability for v=O and u= 1. 
When the v=2 channel becomes energetically accessible, 
the denominator in Eq. (14) acquires the term 
P~~{E~-E(zI=~)} and the probabilities for u=O, 1, and 2 
are each equal to l/3, etc. for higher u. This “loosest of all 
possible transition states” assumption worked well for 
NCNO, where rate measurements confirmed that low fre- 
quency transition state vibrations were necessary to recon- 
cile the data. Equation (14) apportions vibrations as per 
phase space volumes, rather than the fluxes required by 
transition state theory. This results in vibrationally adia- 
batic channels; this will be discussed further in a future 
publication. 

The example given above with p2D equal to a constant 
is a limiting case. For NO,, with transition state levels 
spaced by - 100 cm-‘, this assumption cannot be made. 
The observed k(E) structure implies a tighter transition 
state than for NCNO and CH,CO, and consequently this 
must be introduced into the SSE formula. With levels for 
the bend degree of freedom counted directly, Eq. (14) be- 
comes 

8p’D[ti-E(u=l)] 
‘(‘= ‘) =-+‘D@) +~,‘D[&E(~= 1) ] ’ (15) 

where the summations are over the bending levels and 
P ID cc E-1’2 describes reaction coordinate motion. We do 
not have enough information to model the bending energy 
levels, which can be expected to be rotor-like at high en- 
ergies. However, it is instructive to treat the bend as a low 
frequency (classical) oscillator. This yields 

(16) 

At energies where the bend is better represented as a rotor, 
Eq. ( 16) underestimates P( u= 1 ), so Eq. ( 16) should also 
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FIG. 11. The probability of forming NO( v= 1) calculated by using the 
SSE method. The step function uses a “loosest possible transition state” 
assumption. The other curve treats the bend as a low frequency oscillator 
(see the text for details). 

be considered a special case. Qualitatively, bending char- 
acter at the transition state causes P( U= 1) to rise rapidly 
toward the limiting value of 0.5, rather than undergo an 
abrupt step function. Figure 11 shows the two special 
cases; reality may lie in between. We note that Eq. (16) is 
in qualitative agreement with the NO vibrational popula- 
tions reported recently by Reisler and co-workersz4 as well 
as variational RRKM calculations71 (see Table IV). 

G. The role of NO2 rotations-transition state ON-O 
bond length 

For a given photolysis wavelength, increasing the 
amount of NO, rotational excitation results in an increase 
in the decomposition rate, in accord with unimolecular 
decay theories. 1,2 As the ON-O bond stretches, moments 
of inertia increase, slowing molecular rotation because of 
angular momentum conservation. The rotational energy 
ER is a quadratic function of angular frequency w, and 
therefore a reduction in w is accompanied by a decline in 
ER . This lowers the energy needed for dissociation, thereby 
enhancing the reaction rate. Though the ON-O distance is 
ultimately increased to infinity, only the energy transferred 
in the initial stage of bond rupture (i.e., until the transition 

TABLE IV. Relative vibrational populations (v= l)/[( v=O) + (v= l)]; 
experimental and RRKM results are from Refs. 24 and 71, respectively. 
The SSE results use Eq. ( 11) . 

Energy above Do Experiment RRKM SSE 

1949 0.28 *to.04 0.24 0.16 
1998 0.21 *to.03 0.27 0.20 
2061 0.20*0.03 0.29 0.23 
2200 0.42 zkO.06 0.33 0.28 
2700 0.44*0.07 0.38 0.36 
3038 0.41*0.06 0.39 0.38 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Time resolved measurements of NO, decomposition 
rates reveal a step-like increase of k(E) for rotationally 
cold samples. On the other hand, room temperature sam- 
ples demonstrate a smooth increase of kuni vs photolysis 
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FIG. 12. Relative changes in the NO, moments of inertia as one of the 
N-O bonds is stretched, while the other N-G distance is kept equal to its 
equilibrium value (1.19 A) (Ref. 65). Different curves correspond to 
different bond angles, as indicated. 0= 120” is the ab initio direction of the 
exit valley (Ref. 47). The dashed line is the experimental result. 

state is reached) influences the rate. These considerations 
provide an estimate for ER at the transition state. As shown 
in Appendix B, 

(E~)~:(11/~~+12/~~+13/1~)(kr/2), (17) 

where (Ei) is the average rotational energy in the transi- 
tion state; 1: and li are the principal moments of inertia at 
the transition state and equilibrium configurations, respec- 
tively. Comparing the experimental rates for expansion 
cooled and room temperature samples, one finds that for a 
given photolysis wavelength, the latter correspond to ener- 
gies that are - 100 cm-’ higher than with rotationally cold 
samples. We attribute this to the above energy transfer 
mechanism. Thus, Eq. (17) yields 

(Il/lf+12/I;+&/@ z (3kr/2-- lot) cm-‘)/(kT/2) 

for T=300 K. 
z.2 (18) 

Figure 12 presents (1,/1~+1,/1~+1,/1~) vs ON-O 
separation for several angles including the 120” ab initio 
transition state of Jackels and Davidson.47 The N-O equi- 
librium sep$ration in NO2 (1.19 h;) is close to that of free 
NO ( 1.15 A). In Fig. 12, the bond length of the NO frag- 
ment was held at 1.19 A throughout reaction.72 Moments 
of inertia were calculated by diagonalizing the inertia ten- 
sor. The dashed line represents the experimental estimate 
given in Eq. ( 18). From its intersection with the curve for 
the 120” ab initio bond angle, we obtain a 1.7 A ON-O 
distance at the transition state, i.e., -40% larger than at 
equilibrium. 
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wavelength. The present results argue for a transition state 
region in which the NO, bending frequency has dropped 
from 758.6 to - 100 cm-‘. This degree of tightness in the 
transition state agrees with earlier values of kuni vs photol- 
ysis wavelength determined by Troe and co-workers using 
room temperature samples,54 when these results are com- 
bined with recent spectroscopic measurements which pro- 
vide estimates of the density of states near 00.22p42*43 Fur- 
thermore, this degree of tightness is consistent with a 
comparison between expansion cooled and room tempera- 
ture rates, which suggests an ON-O distance of - 1.7 A in 
the transition state region. 

The present results also have implications regarding 
product state distributions-e.g., NO vibrational excitation 
estimated by using the SSE method. Above the NO( u= 1) 
threshold, the ( u= 1 )/[ ( u =0) + ( u = 1 )] ratio is expected 
to rise quickly toward a limiting value of 0.5. This rapid 
rise is observed experimentally bye Reisler and co- 
workers.24 Q uan urn t fluctuations may also be reflected in 
the vibrational populations.52 

To this day, NO2 remains mysterious, but less so than 
in the past. A unimolecular decomposition mechanism is 
now clearly implicated and deviations from more tradi- 
tional behavior are probably direct manifestations of the 
2A1/2B2 coupling and the small phase space of this triatom. 

Note added in prooJ It has very recently come to our 
attention that the authors of Ref. 22 have measured the 
NO2 level density in the 5 cm-’ interval just below D,, 
yielding a value which is an order of magnitude larger than 
their earlier report, and they have also observed narrow 
linewidths in yield spectra in the 5 cm-’ interval above Dw 
This PST-like behavior which is characteristic of reaction 
threshold cannot be seen in our measurements with their 
lower resolution. However, tightening of the transition 
state at higher energies eliminates such PST behavior, as is 
well known from variational RRKM theory. 
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APPENDIX A: NEAR THRESHOLD DENSITY OF 
STATES 

To discuss the near threshold density of optically ac- 
cessible states, we start from selection rules. The NOZ 
permutation-inversion (PI) group is isomorphous to the 
C,, point group,73 so the notations of the latter are used. 
Since PI symmetry originates from exchange of identical 
nuclei, it describes the exact Hamiltonian and character- 
izes eigenstates of the whole system including reactants 
and products. Due to the zero nuclear spin of 160, every 
rovibronic state of bound or dissociating NO, is described 
by Al or A, symmetry species; B1 and B2 are prohibited by 
nuclear spin statistics. The following analysis takes into 
account that only the lowest NO, states are populated in 

the jet, i.e., $ = 0, even N”, and K”=O, where v; are 
vibrational quantum numbers, N” is the rotational angular 
momentum (which only takes on even values for K” =O), 
and K” is the projection of N” onto the axis of lowest 
moment of inertia. These states are characterized by totally 
symmetric A, species. The ground state rovibronic eigen- 
function may be approximated as a product of electronic, 
vibrational, and rotational A, functions Y,~I Vf~RO 
=Y,,nY f,wY,v. 

Selection rules for an electric dipole transition from 
Al are72 (i) A2tAI for rovibronic transitions; (ii) A, ~2, 
for vibrational transitions for the 2B2+2A1 electronic sys- 
tem (which carries all of the transition moment); (iii) 
When electronic and vibrational motions are not separable, 
but the combination is separable from molecular rotation, 
the vibronic selection rules are B2 ‘Al, and for the accom- 
panying rotational transitions, we have B, +A,, K’ =K”, 
and N’ =N” f 1. In summary, A, rovibronic, B2 vibronic, 
A, vibrational, and B, rotational states are accessible by a 
one quantum electronic transition from the Al-symmetry 
states populated in the jet. However, all excited state sym- 
metries and the corresponding selection rules, except for 
the rovibronic species and for the total angular momentum 
including spin J’ = S’ f 1, are approximate and may be 
broken by various intramolecular interactions as discussed 
below. 

With the approximation *ET V’R’ 

=YE~(~B~)Y~~(A,)YN’K’, the density of optically pre- 
pared states having rotational angular momentum N’ is 
comprised of \I/ v, (A, ) vibrational states on the ’ B2 surface; 
it is hereafter referred to as pzB$A1 ). However, the Born- 
Oppenheimer approximation does not hold for NO, in the 
threshold region due to the 2A1/2B2 conical intersection. 
Mixing is so strong that attempts to assign eigenstates to 
either of the two surfaces fail even at energies - 10 000 
cm -l, and vibronic chaos exists above - 16 000 cm-1.43 
Consequently, Y/E~ (2A, ) Y v~ ( B2) vibronic states borrow 
dipole moment from YE! (2B2) Y vt(A1) states which are 
characterized by the same B2 vibronic symmetry. Thus, all 
B, vibronic states with combined density pEV( B2) 
= pzAl( B,) + pzB$AI) are optically accessible. 

Fortunately, experimentally based estimates of vi- 
bronic state densities can be obtained near Do. For exam- 
ple, Delon et al. examined NO2 spectra in detail in the 
region 16 500-18 500 cm-‘, reporting 159 B2 vibronic lev- 
els of the 2A,/2B2 mixed states.43 Extrapolating from the 
levels observed below 10 000 cm-1,42 they deduced that 
there are 210 levels in the 16 500-18 500 cm-’ interval. 
Taking pEY( B2) -0.1 per cm-’ at 17 500 cm-’ and ex- 
trapolating to D, by assuming that the density increases as 
(~+&d 3 274where&=1844cm-’ is the NO, zero point 
vibrational energy, yields ,oEV( B2) -0.2 per cm-’ near 
Do. 

A more precise evaluation of the near-threshold den- 
sity of rovibronic states may be obtained by examining the 
LIF spectra recently reported for expansion cooled sam- 
ples, i.e., 1 K, with 98% of the NO2 molecules on the 
lowest rotational level. Under these conditions, Miyawaki 
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et al. observe more than 60 transitions in a 25 cm-’ region 
immediately below Do .22 Since J= l/2 for the lowest rota- 
tional level, a one-photon transition takes molecules to 
J= l/2 and 3/2 levels, each contributing to the observed 
density of spectral lines. Other groups2’ have also reported 
highly structured spectra below Do which are in general 
agreement with the Miyawaki et al. results. Above Do, life- 
time broadening results in overlap of zeroth order levels, 
making it impractical to recover level densities from ab- 
sorption spectra. 

where rotational frequencies Wi are given with respect to 
instantaneous positions ‘of the principal axis. The projec- 
tion 13w3 of the angular momentum onto the third symme- 
try axis is conserved in the course of geometrical transfor- 
mations as long as the symmetric top approximation 
remains valid. Moreover, the sum of the squares of the two 
other components (10~)~+ (1~~)~ is also conserved. Tak- 
ing this into account, 

The results of Miyawaki et al. indicate that the ob- 
served level density near Do is higher than that obtained by 
extrapolating the vibronic level density from 10 000 cm-‘. 
The difference is most likely due to spin-rotation and Co- 
riolis couplings. Coriolis interaction mixes all rotational 
states of the same symmetry for a given rotational angular 
momentum N’. Such mixing destroys the K’ quantum 
number and increases the density of optically accessible 
states by a factor of (N’ + 1)/2 or N’/2, depending on 
whether N’ is odd or even. In turn, N’ is not a good 
quantum number at energies above about 20 000 cm-’ be- 
cause of spin-rotation interactions.40 For total angular mo- 
mentum Jr =N’ f l/2, N’ takes on both even and odd 
numbers. As a-result of both K and N breakdowns, the 
number of spectral lines increases by a factor of (2-Y + 1 )/ 
2. Finally, Coriolis interaction mixes B2 and Al vibronic 
species of the same rovibronic symmetry, which doubles 
the number of optically accessible states of given angular 
momentum and symmetry p (S4,) = (2J’ + 1) pEV( B2). 
Taking into account the extremely low NO2 rotational 
temperature in the experiments by Miyawaki et ai.,22 we 
find that only those transitions that originate from the 
ground rotational level are present in their spectra. There- 
fore, their experimental density of lines corresponds to the 
combined density of A, symmetry states for J’ = l/2 and 
3/L i.e., p( 1LU2) -tpW2J2) =2pEv( B,) +4pEv( B2) 
= 6pEv( B2). As a result, we obtain pEv( B2) -0.3 levels/ 
cm-’ which is close to the above estimates based on the 
results by Delon and Jost.42*43 Since our estimates are based 
on visual inspection of published spectra which are re- 
corded with limited resolution and S/N, there may be ad- 
ditional levels. Therefore, we write oEV( B2) 20.3 levels/ 

Ef,,~=lf(W12+W~)/2+I~of2/2= (I/lt).&+,+ (&/II)&, 
U32) 

where E, + 2 and E3 are the initial energies in the lirst two 
and third rotational degrees of freedom, respectively. Av- 
eraging Eq. (A2) over a room temperature Boltzmann dis- 
tribution yields 

(El,,)~((kT/2)(21/~~+13/13). 033) 

-1 cm . 

APPENDIX 6: ROTATIONAL ENERGY CHANGE IN 
DISSOCIATING NO, 

As a first step in calculating the rotational energy 
change in dissociating N02, we note that the I3 moment of 
inertia is considerably smaller than I1 or I2 .75 This inequal- 
ity is retained during bond rupture I, and Iz increase, 
while I, remains approximately constant. For a planar 
molecule, ll=I2+I3, giving 11s=12, i.e., NO2 may be 
treated as a near symmetric top, which facilitates analysis. 
For a rotating symmetric top (11=12=1), one has76 

d(lol)/dt=02W3(1T-13), d(Ico2)/dt=qm3(13-I), 

d(13m3)/dt=0, 031) 
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